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Problem Solutions
When thinking about buying a commercial HVAC unit, people may face many issues.
The following are some solutions to common problems many face.

Weight issues?

DAT can build all aluminum units reducing the weight of a regularly
built unit by up to 60% all while keeping a strong support and durability.

Corrosion problems?

Units can be built using 304 or 316 type stainless steel to provide the
best corrosion resistance.

Unit too large to move
in place or ship?

Units can be shipped in sections and simply reassembled at its desired
location.

Tight spaces?

These are common in historical buildings or schools. In these cases,
DAT builds the units fully, disassembles them at the job site, takes the
pieces to the desired location and then reassembles it there..

Condensation an issue?

DAT can use all types of insulation as well as foam injected panels that
can meet the needs of the customer. DAT has capabilities of manufacturing complete thermal break units..

Need a new section
on an existing unit
or a retrofit?

DAT can build the section you require in such a way that it would
work with your existing unit. This application would be most
common in the motor/fan section by replacing the current motor/fan
with energy efficient fan/motors

Replacing an existing
unit but want to keep
the roof curb?

No problem! DAT is known to go to the job site and measure exactly
what is needed so that the built unit sits perfectly on top of the
existing roof curb.

Have a budget?

Let the sales team know. DAT will give you some alternate options
that would cut on costs and give you a budget price for those units.

Need it fast?

One of the thing that makes DAT so popular is the lead time.
Expediting options are available. Contact DAT to see what can
be done.
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